Wonder Works

Feel the hurricane winds!
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#UPSIDEDOWNHOUSE

Hurricane Simulator
XTREME 360° Bikes
Virtual Sports
Tesla Coil

Laser Tag
Bubble Lab
Wonder Coasters
Gear Works

Space Fury
Black Hawk Virtual Army Experience
 Indoors Ropes Course

What’s inside?

Come and explore Professor Wonder’s upside-down Laboratory! Spend quality time exploring on multiple floors featuring over 100 hands-on exhibits! Experience an upside-down adventure like no other!

The Wonderworks Upside-Down Laboratory is considered one of the most unusual and amazing buildings in the world!

Fun Facts!

The ear of a person can detect sound as low as 0.01275 Hz.
An American can consume up to 24 gallons of milk in their lifetime.

Wonder Works

The Wonderworks offers a variety of exciting attractions.
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While working on an experiment to harness the power of a tornado, something went terribly wrong!

The wind grew stronger than expected, sweeping through the laboratory. The hurricane destroyed the laboratory from its foundation. The tornados carried the lab hundreds of miles away—where it finally landed upside-down!

DID YOU KNOW?

The Wonderworks Upside-Down Laboratory is considered one of the most unusual and amazing buildings in the world!
Experience the Upside-Down Adventure

Don’t look down! Indoor Ropes Course!

Buckle Up! Xtreme 360° Bikes!

Ride the Wonder Coaster!

WONDERWORKS™